El Calafate and El Chaltén
To visit Patagonia in Argentina El Calafate and El Chaltén are the prefect places to discover. These two small
villages are situated close to the National Park Los Glaciares. El Calafate is famous with all the tourists who
want to visit the Perito Moreno glacier. El Chaltén is ‘the capital’ for all the people who like to walk in the
nature of the wild Patagonia. Here you can follow, with or without a guide, the different hiking trails to see
breathtaking views.
Day 1
8.00

Arrival at the airport of El Calafate. Here are different companies who provide a transfer
service to the center of El Calafate. Because you are returning to the airport the last day from
El Chaltén you can already arrange a transfer here.

10.00

Check-in in Amigos del Mundo Aparthotel. For the visit at Perito Moreno you can arrange a
bus here that will pick you up at the hostel. You can also book a bus that will bring you to El
Chaltén.

12.30

Visit the centre of El Calafate and here you can have lunch. The main street is Avenida del
Libertador General San Martin where you can find different restaurants, souvenir shops,
travel agencies,…

15.30

At about a 20-minute walk from the main street you can find Reserva Laguna Nimez.

16.00

Visit the Laguna. You can just make a walk around the Laguna or you can enter and walk in
the Laguna itself, but this is not for free. It is famous for the different birds that are living
here.

17.00

After the visit at the Laguna you can walk back to the hostel to refresh yourself. This is a 30minute walk.

17.30

Refreshing in the hostel.

19.00

For dinner you can choose one of the different restaurants in the main street.

Day 2
7.00

Breakfast at Amigos del Mundo.

8.00

Departure by bus at the hostel to Perito Moreno.

11.00

Arrival at the start of the walk to the glacier. You can do this walk on your own. This is a
wooden path and you can choose different routes to see different views.

15.00

Departure back to El Calafate by bus at the agreed point.

18.00

Arrival at the hostel.
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19.30

For dinner you can choose a restaurant at the main street.

Day 3
7.00

Breakfast at Amigos del Mundo.

8.00

Departure by bus to El Chaltén.

11.30

Arrival at El Chaltén and check-in at Hosteria Los Nires.

13.00

El Chaltén is a small village where you can walk around for a little bit. There are a couple of
restaurants where you can eat lunch.

15.00

If you want to do a small walk today I recommend you to do the walk called ‘Mirador de la
Cascada Margarita’. This walk takes about 1 hour and 30 minutes and is perfect to do on your
first day. You walk to Avenida San Martin and you take the same way as Laguna de Torre.
From here you see the instructions to walk.

17.00

After the walk you can go back to the hostel to relax.

19.00

There are plenty of restaurants to find something for dinner.

Day 4
8.00

Breakfast at Hosteria Los Nires.

9.00

Departure for the walk called ‘Laguna de Los Tres’. This walk gives you a beautiful view of the
mount Fitz Roy by a blue lagoon. It is one of the best hiking trails you can do here in El
Chaltén. It is a walk from 8-9 hours. You can do it on your own so you can choose when you
stop to eat something, take pictures,… During this walk you also pass by Laguna Capri. Make
sure you have enough food and drinks during the walk. The beginning is at the end of Avenida
San Martin.

18.00

Arrival at Hosteria Los Nires.

19.30

Tonight you can choose again a restaurant to eat something.

Day 5
9.00

Breakfast at Hosteria Los Nires.

10.00

Today you can also do a small walk to Chorrillo del Salto. This walk takes about 2 hours. It is
also possible to do it by bike, there are a couple of companies who rent bikes. This walk starts
at the end of Avenida San Martin.

12.00

When you are walking back to the hostel you can have lunch.
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13.30

This afternoon you have time to make your bag for the departure tomorrow in the morning
and you can relax.

18.30

Tonight you can also choose a restaurant to eat dinner.

Day 6
7.00

Breakfast at Hosteria Los Nires.

7.30

Departure by bus to El Calafate airport.

10.30

Arrival at the airport.

12.00

Departure to Buenos Aires.

15.00

Arrival at Aeroparque Jorge Newbery.

16.00

At 150 meters from the airport there is a bus stop where you can take bus 33 to Via Via
Hostel. You have to take off at Avenida Paseo Colón 545. For the bus you need the Sube card.
You also have the option to take a taxi.

Price: Laguna Nimez: 150 pesos
Perito Moreno: 450 pesos for the bus en 50 pesos as entrance (only if you are a student in Argentina or
you have the nacionality otherwise it is 500 pesos)
Bus El Chaltén: 800 pesos
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